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Questions
3 Biggest
to Study Ph.D Abroad
(another 3 next questions will be in part II)

Do you have a plan to study abroad someday, especially for a master's or doctoral program?
Here we summarized 3 (three) biggest questions related to that thing! We interviewed three
lecturers ofITERA who have been studying at the doctoral level in three different countries. They
are going to share their opinion that might be insightful for you! The interviewees are Rendy
Perdana Khidmat (studying at The University of Kitakyushu, Japan), Handoyo (studying at
Universitat de Barcelona, Spain), and M. Bobby Rahman (studying at KU Leuven, Belgium). They
will answer the questions respectively from those three destination countries, which one is yours?

1

How to decide

“where?”

Before we decide WHERE to go, we usually considered several things. You can choose a
country by their culture, the rank of university, the living cost or the supervisor/professor
who'll lead your study there. As a result, three lecturers admitted that there are lot of things that
being a reason why they choose to be there, but three of them agreed that
supervisor/professor is their top priority.

In common situation, I suggest to choose study destination by professor whose his/her research
interest is matched with our proposal even though our topic will probably change in the future.
Furthermore, we need to see professor's track record dan campus's facilities. Overall, University's
ranking for me is not really become a big deal.

It's supervisor that is the most important. To
go deep into our study ﬁeld, we have to make
sure that our research topic is related to our
prospective supervisor.

All factors are inﬂuential, but the professor and his/her research background are the most necessary,
notably their reputation, experience, and suitability with our interest. The quality of the
university/laboratory also essential. Sometimes, their laboratory's rank is higher than the university
itself. The culture of a country also impacts our lives and Ph.D.'s performance. That's why we need
to match our aim and our personality proﬁle to their work systems. Noteworthy, don't waste too
much your time to ﬁnd a perfect environment for pursuing your Ph.D., it is almost impossible. Just
do it, and make the working environment supportive when you are doing your Ph.D.
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Being there

2

ALONE or

BRING MY FAMILY?
What am I going to do??

We are not going to generalize, but for you who already married and have a
family, It must be a bigger reasoning for you than they who are still single.
There are plus or minus when we have to choose one of them. Like these
three lecturers, they have their own diﬀerent opinion. And each perspective
is reasonable.

I tent to recommend to study alone so we can focus with our available time and be more ﬂexible on
it. However, it's diﬀerent when we are just have two of us, or already have a kids. Sometime we
have to move our study location even country. It would be diﬃcult when our family follows.
Somehow, family gives us energy. Me personally bring my wife with three kids. Two of them had
birth here in Japan whilst study.

I choose not to bring my family. So I can be more focus on study. Besides, my
family safe and comfort with my extended family in our homeland and that's
encouraged me to ﬁnish my study as soon as possible. But yeah… Far away from
home, I miss my family so hard.

For sure, if you already have a family, study abroad with your family will help the
process a lot, at least, in my opinion. Stress management becomes critical here. Ph.D.'s
life is so dynamic, such as work and publication demand, as well a social expectation
which more frequently can lead us to a stressful situation; for that reason, the family
becomes the solving key. A Ph.D. pursuing process is an opportunity for more bonding
a family not for distancing one and another. Also, giving international experience to
our family members is also can be a reason for this.

3

What about administration
and public facilities?

Here in Japan, all citizenship administration is integrated. When you ﬁrst touch down, you have to
complete the administration whether for yourself or family. Something like health insurance,
subvention and public daycare (for kids) will be decided by our datas.
Some school in here is not recommended for foreigner.
Although Kitakyushu is not as big as Tokyo, Osaka, or Fukuoka but the city already have integrated
transportation, fancy infrastructures, and reachable. Sport area, museum, mall, amusement park,
hospital dan school.. you can get them all here.

In Spain, public administration is not too diﬀerent with Indonesia but more
WELCOME
established. Thus it's not too diﬀerent.

to the

NEW NORMAL
In Belgium, it's a bit more complicated, for instance, in getting a family visa. The document needs
approval from the immigration oﬃce in Belgium for 3 to 6 months after submission in the local
embassy. Compared to my friend in another country, it seems more diﬃcult. Yet, as a student, we get
simplicity in the case of a visa application, it just takes 1 to 2 days after submission to the embassy.
Public transportation is also much cheaper for the student, and it has complete facilities.
@ITERA.INTERNATIONAL
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to build a smart city. As what
his region did, the longest ﬁber
optic cable and how its impact
to decrease crime, monitoring
regional logistic and escalate
region income potential.
“Government has to had
control access into public
activities with IT support,
without an independent

ITERA International Oﬃce
held webinar “Chance &
Challenge of International
Collaboration for Sumatera
Through Fiber Optic
Technology and Data Science
towards Smart City and New
Economic Growth.” This
webinar invited 6 speakers
from various backgrounds
such as academician, private
sector and government. They
are, Acep Purqon, Ph.D;
Assoc. Prof. Syamsuri Yaakob
from University Putra Malaysia;
Beni Saputra; Romli
Mohamad; and Dr. Eng. Indra
Chandra.(16/7)

Big data is also depending on
ﬁber optic. According to Acep’s
explanation, these things
impact economic growth
particularly Indonesia in term
of triangle growth countries;
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand.
Dr. Acep added that current
pandemic situation increased
the need for infrastructure of
educational technology in
Sumatera.

information technology
infrastructure and supporting
regulations, we would not be
able to have that control. ”Beni
said. On the other hand, Prof
Syamsuri from UPM conveyed
that academic cannot be
excluded from industry. These
two things have to collaborate
and produce a nice quality
product.

Webinar News

&

Fiber Technology
Big Data

Drees Andriyanto as CEO of
Smart Solution explained that
nowadays Indonesia has many
technicians in this ﬁeld
however we still have few
researcher resources. Besides,
FO has wide potential,
This webinar attracted
hundreds of people to hear the especially in term of patent.
discussion about ﬁber optic as Beni Saputra as representative
of Bekasi City Government
an important infrastructure in
Industry 4.0. As an addition,
considering ﬁber optic in order
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Webinar News

Making Indonesia 4.0
through Implementation of National

Life Cycle Inventory and Assessment (LCI/A)
IIO held webinar “Making
Indonesia 4.0 through
Implementation of Life Cycle
Inventory and Assessment
(LCI/A)” with keynote speaker
from Badan Pengkajian dan
Penerapan Teknologi (BPPT).
Almost 300 participants joined on
this event. In the opening speech,
Acep Purqon, Ph.D as Director of
IIO said that ITERA urgently need
this knowledge in term of
institution of technology in

Sumatra. Collaboration of
economic growth in
academic and industry have to be
Sumatra.”he said
encouraged to escalate technology
and produce competitive product. Nugroho explained that LCA will
be useful for strategic plan,
“The understanding on this improvement, new product
ﬁeld will bring Sumatran
development, R&D, eco-product
products globally.
and waste management and ecoenvironmental report which are
Furthermore, we'll work
more eﬀective and eﬃcient in demanded for promotion when
corporate try to expand their new
supporting corporate
market.
sustainability. Thus, it'll

impact to the center of

One of the
advantages is,
we have the
standard of
each product.
Like what I
saw on
Fukushima,
Japan where
mostly citizen
has
occupation as
farmer. They
initiatively
register their
local food
such as rice,
so it has label
tag for

radiation level. This kind of report
habits is included in LCA.
Besides, the report could be on
Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) which means a
legal regulation that could be
accessed by public.
Recently, some countries have use
AI or artiﬁcial intelligent. In
United States (US), they used
LCA cobined with AI and used by
Ministry of Defence. They tried to
analyze data to predict future
condition. That was also happened
in Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore
which already have big data for
LCA. What about Indonesia?
Until this time, we have no
institution who managed LCI
database. Although this data
would be useful for quantitative
information background. Yet, we
can start it with capacity building.
National scheme that turns to
generic database that can be used
as benchmarked inventory when
we enter industry 5.0. Indonesia
has industrial estates, we can do
innovation of production process
and it can increase quality and
eco-friendly product.

